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Massachusetts Census Division Decennial census printed returns and summaries, Prior to , censuses in
Massachusetts were generally limited to the U. Each state census, with a few exceptions, was authorized by an
enabling act that further defined its scope. Censuses were supervised by the state secretary, who was
responsible for providing city and town officials with blank forms, for collecting returns, and for tabulating
results. Enumeration itself was carried out by city and town officials. Const Amend Art 13 changed the basis
of representation from ratable polls to inhabitants and provided for state decennial censuses beginning in St ,
c mandated a decennial census at mid-decade, beginning in , which had the effect of providing for a state
census every five years. St , c 60, however, abolished the end-of-decade census, taken in and , which had
coincided with the federal one. The scope of the census was changed to include an enumeration of legal voters
to serve as the basis for determining representation, along with the census of inhabitants Const Amend Arts
Decennial censuses of legal voters were used for determining legislative apportionment until , when Const
Amend Art 92 once again established a decennial census of inhabitants as the basis for representation. The
agency was renamed the Bureau of Statistics in St , c , s 25 returned sole responsibility for the decennial
census to the state secretary and authorized him to appoint a supervisor of the decennial census who would be
responsible for collecting, compiling, and publishing census information. Responsibility for industrial
statistics was given to the successor to the Bureau of Statistics, the Division of Statistics in the new Dept. St , c
redesignated the supervisor as state census director. St , c gave the secretary the authority to verify census
information returned by the cities and towns and to make inspections of records if necessary. Under
constitutional and statutory provisions in effect through , the state decennial census of inhabitants was
conducted for the purpose of determining representative, senatorial, and councillor districts and as a basis for
distributing state funds to cities and towns Const Amend Art , as amended by Amend Art In the state
secretary for the first time exercised his statutory power by challenging returns from the City of Boston in the
decennial census. The governor established a Decennial Census Commission to investigate. This action was
ratified by the electorate in Nov. Use of copies at following website strongly recommended if feasible:
Abstract of the census, Secy of the Commonwealth. Bureau of Statistics of Labor. Population and social
statistics. Agricultural products and property. Manufactures, the fisheries, and commerce. The fisheries,
commerce, and agriculture. Social statistics and general summaries. Occupations and defective social and
physical conditions. Agriculture, the fisheries, and commerce. Massachusetts decennial census. Public
Libraryâ€”full text not available at website noted above Related Catalog Records:
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Excerpt from A Compendium of the Census of Massachusetts: The first volume, and which is designated Volume I. In
the census series, is entitled Population and Social Statistics.

Chapter 3 : Full text of "A compendium of the census of Massachusetts: "
A Compendium of the Census of Massachusetts: Prepared By Carroll D. Wright, Chief of the Bureau of Statistics of
Labor () [Massachusetts. Bureau of Statistics of Labor] on calendrierdelascience.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying
offers.
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Chapter 5 : Massachusetts. Bureau of Statistics of Labor. | Open Library
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

Chapter 6 : Massachusetts. Bureau of Statistics of Labor | The Online Books Page
A compendium of the census of Massachusetts: Prepared by Carroll D. Wright, chief of the Bureau of statistics of labor.

Chapter 7 : Catalog Record: The census of Massachusetts: | Hathi Trust Digital Library
Comp. from material in the possession of the Massachusetts bureau of statistics of labor, by direction of the
Massachusetts Legislature, chapter 43, resolves of By: Massachusetts. Bureau of Statistics of Labor.

Chapter 8 : A compendium of the census of Massachusetts: - CORE
This is a reproduction of a book published before This book may have occasional imperfections such as missing or
blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. that were either part of the original artifact.

Chapter 9 : Catalog Record: A compendium of the census of Massachusetts | Hathi Trust Digital Library
Page XIV xiv CENSUS OF MASSACHUSETTS census was taken, and it being the intermediary year between the
decennial censuses taken by the national government. This Act required "the facts as they exist on the first day of June
next," instead of April, as had been required by the former Acts, and it was provided that assessors should be paid.
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